




Most factory alarm systems only 
protect against vehicle theft. 
Only our CTP system adds an 

extra layer of protection against 
break-in’s, preventing thieves 

from getting inside your vehicle !  

GET COMPLETE SECURITY 
AND ANTI-THEFT System identification window labels and 

flashing lights clearly notify those who look to 
cause senseless damage to keep away !

Thieves target items such as laptops, tablets, 
cell phones, purses, wallets, sunglasses, 
briefcases and store purchases.

Items like laptops, tablets, cell phones, purses 
targeted by thieves can contain personal and 
financial information. putting your identity 
completely at risk if they are stolen. 

A comprehensive security system arms your 
vehicle with superior anti-theft protection 
loaded with convenience features

Thieves target your catalytic converter, air 
bags, sound system, wheels, spare tires and 
more







This security upgrade is ideal for protecting a vehicle 
from theft by detecting when the vehicle is being 
raised in an attempt to remove the wheels or tow the 
vehicle. The unit auto calibrates, referencing the 
vehicle’s angle of inclination each time the alarm is 
armed, ensuring the most accurate tilt sensing 
possible. The product is perfect for protecting 
vehicles with upgraded wheels and tires.

“Protects” Expensive Wheels and Tires!



Remote Start
Through 

Factor Transmitter!

Long Range Mini One Button Remote Included!

Dealer Must Supply: 
PROGRAMED VALET KEY

2017 Q7’S REQUIRE 
PROGRAMED KEY!

BEAT THE COLD BEAT THE HEAT





Use Smart Phone 
TO LOCK - UNLOCK REMOTE 

Start, Lock, Unlock Your Vehicle from Virtually 
Anywhere in the World  
from your Smart Phone! 

NON GPS PLANS 

One Year $69.49 

Three Year $139.99

GPS PLANS 

One Year $99.99 

Three Year $199.99



Connect Your Car 
From Anywhere 

Using Your 
Smartphone

DroneMobile gives you the peace of mind, 
convenience, and security of staying 

connected to your car from your 
smartphone.

Using the DroneMobile App, you can lock your 
doors or activate your remote start. Perfect for 

extreme hot or cold weather. As you send 
commands, AVA, our animated vehicle assistant 

will confirm your vehicles status

If your car is broken into, DroneMobile will 
send you an instant notification to your 

smartphone via text or push notifications. 
There are also additional alerts making it 

great for families and small fleet businesses. 

Once activated with a premium account, you 
will be able to track the exact location of 

your vehicle on a smartphone or PC. 





The 7” headrest system incorporates HDMI/MHL inputs that give the user direct connection to any 
HDMI/MHL enabled device. This provides delivery of external high-definition audio and video content 
without losing a still popular DVD player. 

A true vehicle specific program that meets and exceeds the most stringent federal motor safety 
standards. The color, material, grain pattern and stitching will match your factory headrests. Solid 
frame construction with multiple assembly shapes to match the original factory headrests !

You Can ADD-ON  
two wireless game 

controllers !  
(sold separately) 

•Dual replacement custom headrests 
(material,color,grain,stitch,piping matches 
factory) 

•Dual 7” digital monitors with LED back-lighting 

•Resolution 800x480 

•adjustable viewing angles 

•Both monitors incorporate dual channel 
wireless headphone transmitters 

•Two Wireless remote controls 

•Wired headphone inputs on both monitors 

•Hide away junction box 

-RCA A/V input 

-Full band wireless Fm modulator 

-RCA A/V output 

-RF output for hardwired FM modulation 
connection 

-Game port



The 8” headrest systems integrate tablet technology with our custom headrest DVD systems. We 
designed the Android OS to be non-removable, to eliminate any concern of damage by taking what 
would be a standard tablet in and out of a vehicle. Tap into a wi-fi hot-spot and your backseat 
passengers can immediately enjoy all the features that android has to offer. Surfing the web, playing 

•Headrest monitors with 8” digital LED back-lit panels 

•Resolution (800x480) 

•Touch screen control with user friendly interface 

•Android operating system 

•Fast dual core processor 

•Adjustable viewing angle 

•Built in camera and microphone 

•Built in memory (8gb-expandable to 32gb) 

•HDMI/MHL outputs as well as A/V input and output 

•RF output for hand wired Fm modulator connection 

•Game port 

•built in Wi-Fi (needs 3g/4g) hot-spot to feed internet access while driving 
outside of coverage 

•USB and SD card inputs 

• 2 remote controls included with hidden away junction box 

• Dual channel wireless headphones



FEATURES 

7” HD LCD Display - (800x480) Crisp video reproduction 

Plays DVD’s, CD’s & MP3 Discs - Many entertainment options at your fingertips 

Dual Channel Wireless IR Transmitter -Watch different or the same on both screens  

AUX Input For Media Devices - a 3.5mm AUX input is located on each LCD display 

Capacitive Touch Controls  - Each LCD display has touch controls for most system functions 

Everything’s Included - (2) Wireless fold-flat IR headphones and wireless system remote 

Vehicle Fitment - Over 700 factory-match vehicle applications

NOTE: NO GAME CONTROLLERS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ROSEN 







USB reader  
Audio/video inputs and outputs  

Integrated IR headphone transmitter  
Built-in 100 channel FM modulator with FM 

transmitter 

Switchable 16:9/4:3 aspect ratio USB reader Audio/
video inputs and outputs  

Integrated IR headphone transmitter  
Built-in 100 channel FM modulator with FM 

transmitter functions 

All above systems are installed with a wireless RF to have audio through vehicle speakers. 
For improved audio w/o using radio channels speak to us 

ALL VIDEO COMES WITH:  

REMOTE CONTROL 

TWO WIRELESS HEADPHONES  

AUDIO THROUGH VEHICLE SPEAKERS 



Switchable 16:9/4:3 aspect ratio 

Interchangeable shale, pewter and black trim 
rings and snap-on covers 

HDMI/MHL inputs 

Mobile DTV ready 

Audio/video inputs and outputs 

SMART PHONE STREAMING INTO OVERHEAD VIDEO Avail

6:9 wide-screen 

Integrated, side-load, DVD player 

USB port 
MP3 smart slot 

AV1/AV2/Aux ports  
Auto-on disc insertion 





Auto powers on and off with vehicle is started and shutdown. Automatic and 
manual brightness adjustment mode with multi-color design makes the screen 
easy to read. HUD Displays vehicle speed, RPM, water temperature, battery 
voltage, low voltage alarm, high temperature alarm and even has a speed alarm. 

The Heads up Display features a wider 5” display with full OBD2 data display right 
on your windshield with bluetooth data transmitter function so you can not only 
see the HUD information on windshield but also see it on your Android phone. 

5” Display Heads Up Display 
Bluetooth to Android Smartphone 

Function 

3” Display Heads Up Display  
Auto Brightness Control - Over 

Speed Warning 



The Audi Dynamic Kit interfaces a backup camera, with 
dynamic guidelines and one additional video input ( Great 
for a Front Camera) to the factory media screen in select 
Audi vehicles with one of the following MMI systems shown.

NOTE: WHEN PLACING YOUR OREDER, PLEASE IDENTIFY 
AND PROVIDE THE CORRECT MMI SYSTEM THAT EXISTS 
IN THE VEHICLE. 

Installed With Rear Camera Custom Audi Handle Camera
Front Camera 



The Knob that 
controls the 

radio MUST be 
right below the 
air vents in the 
center of the 

radio

The Knob that 
controls the 

radio MUST be 
in the center 
console, right 

next to the 
shifter



Perfect For Low Front End Vehicles! 

Combination Camera 
And Sensor adds 
Another layer of 
Protection while 

Parking or backing up! 

Installation Options:
Add To Factory Radio Screen 
Add To Replacement Mirror
Add to 4.3” Monitor



Front & Rear Color-matched Parking Sensors with LED Display 
and Numeral Readout. 

Color-matched Parking Sensors with LED Display and Numeral Readout. 

•Adjustable Beep Volume •4 or 8 sensor system •Self-Test Function •Anti-False Alert Technology  

•Intelligent Detection •Auto Radio Mute Function •Rear Roof Mount Display •Dash Or Interior Mount



LED Continuously Activates When Obstacle is in the Blind Spot! 
Piezo Warning Sounds If Obstacle is in the Blind Spot When 

Either Turn Signal is Activated. 

Dash L.E.D. Distance Display

A Pillar LED Indicator B Pillar LED Indicator 

Rear Bumper Sensors Come in Black  But Can Be Custom Color Matched



Installs Behind Bumper So NO HOLES! 
•OEM Quality  
•Clean Look  

•Waterproof IP67  
•No Painting Charges! 

Left and Right LED 
Indicator Lights Usually 
Installed on Left and 
Right Front Pillars 





Automatically displays the rear view camera 
image on the screen when the vehicle is placed 

into reverse. The SVS-6 can give rear view 
camera priority while in reverse or selectable 

priority to the side view cameras. In addition, the 
SVS-6 adds the ability to display the rear view 

camera while in motion and in any gear. 

Add a Front View Camera to the OEM or 
aftermarket LCD screen*. Great for off -road 

use or for parking. The camera can be 
activated at any time and has a configurable 

automatic time-out feature which is 
selectable through dip switches. 

The Blind Spot or Lane Departure Cameras 
(Right & Left) will be displayed on the radio 

screen automatically whenever the turn 
signal indicator is activated. A configurable 
12 second timeout or continuous operation 

If a trailer system is attached to the vehicle, 
the SVS-6's video sensing input will 

automatically bypass the rear camera input 
while in reverse and display the trailer or 

360 degree camera on the OEM or 
aftermarket LCD screen*. 

Add a FLIR Pathfinder II to the OEM or 
aftermarket LCD screen*. Great for o -road 
use or night time driving. The camera can 

be activated at any time and has a 
configurable automatic time-out feature 



Mobileye Lane Departure Warning 

Mobileye alerts the driver with audible and visual warnings 
when there is an unintended departure from the driving lane. 

Mobileye Forward Collision Warning 

Mobileye alerts the driver seconds before an imminent collision 
with the vehicle ahead, giving enough timer the driver to react 

and avoid or mitigate an accident. 

Mobileye Pedestrian Collision Warning 
Including Bicycle Detection 

Mobileye alerts the driver with audible and visual warnings 
before and imminent collision with a pedestrian or bicyclist. 

Mobileye Headway (Following Time) Monitoring 
and Warning 

Mobileye continually monitors your following time from the vehicle 
ahead and alerts you when the distance becomes unsafe. 

Mobileye Intelligent High Beam Control 
Mobileye automatically raises and lowers the high beams without 

inconveniencing oncoming or preceding traffic. 

Optional Display Mirror 
Mobileye Eyewatch Mirror 

Buttons located on the back control the 
Mobileye functions. 



LDWS100 
Lane Departure And Forward Collision Warning System 
W/DVR

Forward Collision Warning System. (FCWS) 
• Lane Departure Warning System. (LDWS) 
• HD Driving Video Recorder with Normal, Event, and Manual (forced) 
recording at 30FPS, in 1280 x 720 HD Quality. 
• GPS receiver for direction, speed, and date and time recording 
automatically. 
• Included DVR playback program that includes Mapping of your 
route.(Windows compatible computers) 
• Records in AVI format and can be played back in any computer or 
tablet with a supporting player. (Mapping program will not be utilized) 
• System continuously records Audio and Video and incorporates loop 
recording insuring your card is never full. 
• Includes 8Gb Micro SD card for 4 hours of recording. (Supports up 
to 32Gb) 
• Included wireless remote control allows settings of all systems with 
a voice guide prompt system eliminating the need for any additional 
equipment. 

DVR700
In Vehicle Event DVR  
• 3 Axis G Sensor Trigger for Event Recording 
automatically secures 15 seconds before  
and 2 minutes after the event. 
• Manual Recording Save Button - activates record lock 
• Continuous Loop Recording - means never a full SD card  
• Built-in Lithium Rechargeable Battery 
• 3M® Industrial Adhesive Mount 
• Supports Micro SD Card’s up to 32gb which allows up to 
16 hours of continuous recording. (8gb included) 
• Ambarella. Digital Chip-set solutions - the best 
performance available  
• Includes Cigarette lighter and a direct wire power cable 
with video output • Resolution: HD 720p (1280 x 720) 

• Video output for initial setup (monitor 
required – Not included) and 
connection to external monitor if 
required. 
• Independent warning tones for LDWS 
and FCWS. 

• • Removable from windshield for 
maintenance / cleaning of lens as 
needed.  
• Compact device size for concealed 
installation behind the rear-view mirror. 

   2.5” (W) x 3.5” (L) 



Police Have 
Dash Cam’s 

Why Don’t You! 

2.7” Inch TFT Color Screen - Set Front or Rear 

Works with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 

Protect Yourself From: 
Fraudulent Claims 
Accident Liability 

Lawyer Fees 

Real Time Documentation Showing:  

Front & Rear Views GPS Location 

Speed & Direction Selectable Audio 

Recording! 

Works Great At Night ! 
LED Night Vision On Front & Rear Cameras





Adaptive Signal 
Processing 
 
Our new Adaptive Signal Processing 
system uses GPS technology to 
automatically "learn" (by exact 
location and frequency) each radar 
signal and determine if it's a real 
threat or not. This data is updated 
real-time during your drive, and 

Mark Location 

The PASSPORT 9500ci's "Mark 
Location" feature enables the 
customer to manually mark 
known speed traps, camera 
locations, or anything else worth 
noting. Once stored in its 
memory, the 9500ci will provide 

Safety Camera Data 

The PASSPORT 9500ci comes pre-
loaded with our DEFENDER® 
Database - thousands of safety 
camera locations, including red 
light and speed-based cameras 
throughout North America. You can 
also download updates, back up 
your data, and stay on top of new 
threats directly from our website. 

Speed Trap

Speed Camera

Red LightCamera



Seamless Integration
This interface is designed to integrate an Escort 9500cipro radar detector into 
all Audi vehicles. Once installed, radar alerts and warnings will display in the 
factory instrument cluster LCD screen. The result is an integrated look, still 

adjustable by the standard Escort control module. For those fortunate enough to 
own an Audi, this is as good as an Escort radar installation can possibly get!



Front And Rear Radar

Front Only Radar

Front And Rear 

Defuser

*Available as stand alone or add-on









These universal Driving Lights feature a 3M 
backing that will fit any vehicle or body kit. These 
aftermarket Driving Lights harness the power of 
LEDs to provide a crisp, bright light while using 
minimum power and producing almost no heat. 
The ArmorBeam Model A Driving Lights feature 
15 LEDs in each housing.  
Model A Dimensions: 5” x 2” x 1.25” – (123mm 
x 55mm x 32mm) 

These universal Driving Lights feature a fully 
adjustable mounting bracket that will fit any 
vehicle or body kit.These aftermarket Driving 
Lights harness the power of LEDs to provide a 
crisp, bright light. Each Feature 4 Pro-Series 
High-Output LEDs.  

Model B Dimensions: 6” x 2” x 1.25” – (153mm x 
51mm x 32mm) 1-Year Warranty 

These universal Driving Lights feature a 3M 
These universal Driving Lights are backed in 3M 
tape that will fit any vehicle or body kit. These 
aftermarket Driving Lights harness the power of 
LEDs to provide a crisp, bright light. The 
ArmorBeam Model C Driving Lights feature a full 
bank of LEDs with no visible dots for a 
continuous beam of light across the light 
housing.  
Model C Dimensions: 6.25” x 1.25” x .375” – 
(159mm x 32mm x 10mm) 

These aftermarket Driving Lights harness the 
power of LEDs to provide a crisp, bright light. 
ArmorBeam Driving Lights feature stylish 
housings that would be at home on any car 
and look great whether on or off. The 
ArmorBeam Model D Driving Lights feature 6 
LEDs in each housing. 

Dimensions: 4” x 1.65” x .75” – (101.6mm x 
41.91mm x 19.05mm) 1-Year Warranty 



Custom Day Time Running Lights

Install Flush into any grill or actual bumper itself. Custom 
mount in a straight line or follow curves of the bumper. Install 

in locations where no other DRL can fit. 

Perfect for vehicles with Blank Spots Where 
Factory Fog Lights Go!



PLASMAGLOW ARC

FATHEAD SERIES 

GOLIATH

OUTLAW

PREDATOR

BANDIT

THE BEACON





Illumination Scans Across Kick plate 
When Opening Driver Or Passenger Door!

Custom Illuminated 
Door Sills





With 14 
different colors 
to choose from, 
personalizing 

and adding style 
to auto is easy ! 



Wood Dash Kits Steering Wheel Spoke Accents

Stainless Steel Rocker Panels Plastic Diamond Plate 

Chrome Pillar Posts Chrome Fender Trim



RUNNING BOARDS
AUDI Q5



RUNNING BOARDS
AUDI Q7




